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We report a molecular dynamics study of chlorinated cobalt bis(dicarbollide) anions

[(B9C2H8Cl3)2Co]
� ‘‘CCD�’’ in octanol and at the octanol–water interface, with the main aim to

understand why these hydrophobic species act as strong synergists in assisted liquid–liquid cation

extraction. Neat octanol is quite heterogeneous and is found to display dual solvation properties,

allowing to well solubilize CCD�, Cs+ salts in the form of diluted pairs or oligomers, without

displaying aggregation. At the aqueous interface, octanol behaves as an amphiphile, forming

either monolayers or bilayers, depending on the initial state and confinement conditions. In

biphasic octanol–water systems, CCD� anions are found to mainly partition to the organic phase,

thus attracting Cs+ or even more hydrophilic counterions like Eu3+ into that phase. The

remaining CCD� anions adsorb at the interface, but are less surface active than at the chloroform

interface. Finally, we compare the interfacial behavior of the Eu(BTP)3
3+ complex in the absence

and in the presence of CCD� anions and extractant molecules. It is found that when the CCD�’s

are concentrated enough, the complex is extracted to the octanol phase. Otherwise, it is trapped

at the interface, attracted by water. These results are compared to those obtained with chloroform

as organic phase and discussed in the context of synergistic effect of CCD� in liquid–liquid

extraction, pointing to the importance of dual solvation properties of octanol and of the

hydrophobic character of CCD� for synergistic extraction of cations.

Introduction

The chlorinated cobalt bis(dicarbollide)s [(B9C2H8Cl3)2Co]
�

(hereafter noted CCD�) belong to a class of bulky ‘‘peanut-

shaped’’ anions1 that are used in conjunction with extractant

molecules for efficient liquid–liquid extraction of cations.2 The

anions can be used as such (generally introduced as their Cs+

CCD� or H3O
+ CCD� salts in the organic phase),3–9 or

grafted onto complexing moieties (phosphoryl containing

ligands, glycols), sometimes anchored on organized platforms

like calixarenes or cavitands.10,11 Due to their very high

hydrophobicity, high chemical and radiochemical stability,

and the extreme acidity of the conjugated acid, dicarbollides

display great potentials in the field of nuclear waste partition-

ing from highly acidic aqueous solutions. Important applica-

tions involve the removal of Cs+ and Sr2+ cations, or the

extraction of trivalent actinide and lanthanide M3+ ca-

tions,10–14 generally leading to significant extraction enhance-

ment. For instance, Eu3+ is extracted by CMPO-cavitands

from water to o-nitrophenyl hexyl ether, and the distribution

coefficient DEu increases from 16.7 to more than 100 at

[HNO3] = 0.001 M or from 0.86 to more than 100 at

[HNO3] = 1 M upon addition of CCD�’s.9 Due to their weak

solubility in aliphatic solvents (alkanes, kerosene) and their

halogenated derivatives (e.g. chloroform),15 CCD�’s are gen-

erally dissolved in aromatic solvents (e.g. nitrobenzene or ester

derivatives, alkylbenzenes) or in fluorinated solvents, thereby

raising environmental issues. More recent experiments have

been carried out with octanol as organic phase, and significant

Am3+/Eu3+ partitioning was observed with the nitrogen

based BTP ligands used with a synergistic mixtures of CCD�

anions, and CMPO molecules (sketched in Fig. 1).16

Fig. 1 CCD�, CMPO ((N,N-diisobutylcarbamoylmethyl)octylphe-

nylphosphine oxide), BTP (2,6-bis(5,6-isopropyl-1,2,4-triazin-3-yl)-

pyridine; R = i-Pr) and the Eu(BTP)3
3+ complex.
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details and snapshots of the octanol solutions and interfaces. See DOI:
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What happens at the nanoscopic level in such heterogeneous

complex systems is presently unknown and of key importance

for the understanding of other processes involving biphasic

systems, like the partitioning of drugs,17 phase transfer cata-

lysis,18 interfacial electrochemistry19 or environmental issues.

This led us to recently initiate molecular dynamics ‘‘MD’’

studies on the behavior of CCD� anions and their derivatives

in chloroform, water and at the chloroform–water interface,

where interesting aggregation phenomena were observed.20 In

this paper, we extend these studies on aqueous interfaces,

focusing on octanol as organic phase. Furthermore, we ad-

dress the question of synergistic effect of CCD� upon extrac-

tion of trivalent lanthanide or actinide cations, selecting the

recently developed nitrogen bearing BTP 2,6-bis(5,6-isopro-

pyl-1,2,4-triazin-3-yl)pyridine ligands,21–24 focusing on the

interfacial distribution of key partners. Octanol is an interest-

ing protic medium based on amphiphilic molecules, and it will

be interesting to see how these interact with soft delocalized

anions like CCD� and with their counterions. Octanol can be

used as receiving phase25 as well as additive to organic solvents

(‘‘solvent modifier’’) in liquid extraction.26–29 The octanol/

water partition coefficients log Poctanol
30 are also important

indicators of the bioavailability of potential drugs31 or of the

transport of pollutants in soil–water systems.32,33 On the

computational side, there are several reports of MD studies

on the neat octanol liquid and of its interactions with

water,34–40 and of the octanol–water interface either neat41

or in the presence of spectroscopic probes.42–45 These studies

point to the heterogeneous structure of octanol, comprising

apolar and polar domains, thus allowing for dual specific

interactions with hydrophobic, heterogeneous solutes. When

compared to organic solvents like aromatic derivatives where

CCD’s are soluble, octanol also displays interesting amphi-

philic features, thus forming layers or bilayers at aqueous

interfaces. It will thus be interesting how these interact with

CCD� salts and with complexed metals.

More specifically, we report a MD study of the CCD� Cs+

salt in octanol solutions and in water–octanol binary mixtures,

in order to gain insight into its solvation patterns, the nature

of the ion pairs, and the possible supramolecular arrangements

(aggregation). As a reference, we first report our results on the

octanol–water binary system. We then study concentrated

solutions of CCD� Cs+ salts in octanol and in biphasic

octanol–water solutions. They are compared at the interface

with their analogues involving the more hydrophilic Eu3+

cations, in order to explore how these ions partition, to what

extent they are surface active, and how they are solvated. Most

simulations will be carried out with ca. 50 : 50 volume ratios of

water : octanol, but 90 : 10 mixtures will also be considered in

order to model oil-rich mixtures that gradually form in

extraction experiments. The final part of the paper concerns

the synergistic effect of CCD� upon the Eu3+ extraction by

BTP molecules. For this purpose, the Eu(TBP)3
3+ complex

will be simulated in water–octanol mixtures in the presence of

other extractant molecules, with and without CCD�, with the

aim to investigate ‘‘what happens at the interface’’46 and to

understand why the CCD�’s promote the extraction of triva-

lent cations (and a fortiori of less hydrophilic mono- and

divalent cations) to an hydrophobic alcohol phase. The com-

parison of selected interfacial systems with chloroform, in-

stead of octanol as organic phase will provide further insight

into the role of the receiving phase in liquid extraction.

Methods

Molecular dynamics simulations were performed with the

AMBER 7.047 software based on the following representation

of the potential energy U:

U ¼
X
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It accounts for the deformation of bonds (l), angles (y),
dihedral angles (j), and for electrostatic and van der Waals

interactions between non-bonded atoms. For the CCD� an-

ions, the reference l0 bond lengths and y0 angles were taken

from experiment48 and the charges have been derived from

HF/3-21G* calculations.49 These charges give similar results

as those derived from B3LYP/6-31G* calculations.20

The charges of BTP and the Eu(BTP)3
3+ complex were

obtained from DFT(B3LYP)/6-31G* optimized structures,

using a large core ECP and the affiliated (7s6p5d)/[5s4p3d]

basis set basis for Eu3+.50,51 The charges of the free BTP

ligand were derived from electrostatic potentials using the

Merz-Kollman procedure implemented in Gaussian03.52 For

the Eu(BTP)3
3+ complex we used the Mulliken charges that

better reflect polarization and charge transfer. The CMPO

parameters are from ref. 53. The charges and AMBER atom

types of the CCD�, BTP, Eu(TBP)3
3+, CMPO and NO3

�

species are given in Fig. S1.w The Lennard-Jones parameters of

the Cs+,54 and Eu3+ 55 cations were fitted on their free

energies of hydration.

The solvents were represented explicitly at the molecular

level, using the TIP3P model56 for water, and by the DeBolt

and Kollman’s model for octanol34 where CHn groups are

represented with united atom models. Typical snapshots of the

simulated octanol liquid can be seen in Fig. S2.w Non bonded

interactions were calculated with a 12 Å atom based cut-off,

correcting for the long-range electrostatics by using the Ewald

summation method (PME approximation). The solutions were

simulated with 3D-periodic boundary conditions, thus as

alternating slabs of water and ‘‘oil’’ in the case of biphasic

systems.

The interface was built from adjacent boxes of water and

octanol as in ref. 57. The solutions contain 30 CCD� anions

neutralized by either 30 Cs+, or 10 Eu3+ cations, correspond-

ing to a concentration of 0.2 mol L�1, which is close to the

concentration used in extraction experiments.4 After 1000

steps of energy minimization, we performed 50 ps of MD with

fixed solutes (‘‘BELLY’’ option of AMBER) and 50 ps with-

out constraints, followed by 50 ps at a constant pressure of

1 atm (monitored with a weak coupling method58). The

production stage was performed at 300 K in the (NVT)
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ensemble for at least 2 ns. The temperature was maintained

constant by coupling the solution to a thermal bath using the

Berendsen algorithm58 with a relaxation time of 0.2 ps. The

main characteristics of the simulated systems are summarized

in Table S1.w
The coordinates were saved every 1 ps, and analysed using

the MDS and DRAW software.59 Some snapshots were

redrawn with the VMD software.60 The position of the inter-

face was dynamically defined as the intersection between the

water and oil density curves.61 Defining the width of the

interface is somewhat arbitrary and the latter was defined as

the z-distance between the points where the solvent densities

reach 90% of their ‘‘bulk’’ experimental values, averaging over

the two oil–water interfaces. The percentage of ions ‘‘at the

interface’’ was calculated during the last 0.75 ns, selecting the

species that are within 10 Å from the interface. We defined the

density of solvents and solutes (g cm�3) at a z-position by their

mass per volume unit (dv = xy dz). The ion–ion and ion–

solvent interactions were characterized by the radial distribu-

tion functions (RDFs) calculated during the last 0.25 ns. The

average coordination numbers (noted CN) were obtained by

integration of the first peak of the RDFs. The diffusion

coefficient D, was calculated from the Einstein equation:62

D ¼ 1
6
lim
t!1

d
dt
hjriðtÞ � rið0Þj2i over the last nanosecond of dy-

namics, where ri(t) is the position of atom i at time t. The

orientation of the octanol molecules at the interface was

defined by the angle y between the z-axis (perpendicular to

the interface) and the C–O vector connecting their terminal

CH3 and oxygen atoms. The corresponding order parameter

S, defined as S = 0.5 h(3 cos2y � 1)i would range from 1.0 if

the molecules were perfectly ordered perpendicular to the

interface, to �0.5 if they were parallel.

Results

We first present the main characteristics of octanol–water

mixtures simulated in different conditions. This is followed

by the distribution of CCD� salts in pure octanol and at the

octanol–water interface, comparing Cs+ to Eu3+ as counter-

ions at the interface. The last section deals with the synergistic

effect of CCD� anions upon extraction of the Eu(BTP)3
3+

complex, focusing on the interfacial landscape and distribu-

tion of the complex and CCD�’s at the interface.

I Neat octanol–water binary systems

In this section, we describe octanol–water binary mixtures and

the corresponding interface, depending on the way it has been

prepared (relaxation of juxtaposed liquids versus phase separa-

tion of completely mixed liquids), and also somewhat on the

shape of the simulation box (see Fig. 2 for the 50 : 50 mixture

and Fig. 3 for the 90 : 10 and 10 : 90 mixtures).

Fig. 2 Octanol–water 50 : 50 mixtures simulated from juxtaposed liquids, from mixed liquids in a ‘‘rectangular’’ box and from mixed liquids in a

cubic box. Snapshots taken along the demixing simulations are given in Fig. S5.w (a) H2O molecules in octanol and at the interface are highlighted

in dark blue color.
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1. The octanol–water interface between juxtaposed liquids

Solvent mixing. In the simulation that started with juxta-

posed ‘‘cubic’’ solvent boxes, the octanol and water phases

remained well distinct and separated by an interface. After

15 ns of dynamics, no octanol is found in water, which is

consistent with the corresponding low experimental solubility

(4.4 � 10�5 in mole fraction63). The ‘‘bulk’’ octanol phase is

somewhat ‘‘humid’’, and its water content is quite constant

during the last 10 ns (Fig. S3w), indicating that the system is

equilibrated. In octanol beyond 5 Å from the interface, one

finds a molar fraction of water of ca. 0.05, which is much lower

than the experimental value of 0.27 obtained with water-

saturated octanol.63 Considering all water molecules that sit

between the two Gibbs dividing surfaces gives a molar fraction

of 0.21, still lower than the experimental value. The difference

may arise from the fact that, in our simulations, the water

molecules are diluted in octanol in the form of monomers or

dimers H-bonded to octanol molecules (Fig. S4w), without

forming higher aggregates or ‘‘water pockets’’. Experimen-

tally, however, such patterns cannot be precluded, leading to a

higher water content.64

Shape and width of the interface. The interface is quite

narrow (ca. 5.5 Å; see Fig. S3w) and comparable to the

chloroform–water interface (E7 Å),61 but narrower than the

aqueous interfaces with hydrophobic ionic liquids like

[BMI][PF6] or [BMI][Tf2N] (E10 Å).65,66 Note that the inter-

face is not ‘‘flat’’ and can be instantaneously quite rough, with

water protuberances of ca. 10 Å penetrating into octanol

(Fig. 2).

Orientation of octanol at the interface. Octanol molecules are

isotropically oriented in the bulk octanol domain (the order

parameter is hSi E 0.0), but not at the interface (hSi E 0.6).

As seen by the distribution p(y) in Fig. S3,w they are not

strictly perpendicular, but rather tilted (by ca. 30 to 401, on

average) at the interface, as found by other calculations41,44,45

and by spectroscopic techniques.31,67,68 We also notice that the

octanol density fluctuates along the z-direction in the bulk

domain (Fig. 2), which corresponds to enriched and depleted

zones, as observed by Napoleon and Moore.41 The lack of

such irregularities in the neat octanol liquid simulated in

consistent conditions (see Fig. S2)w clearly indicates that they

result from the strong ordering of the octanol molecules at the

interface, inducing bilayer type assembling (vide infra).

Concerning the orientation of water molecules, defined by

the y angle between the z-axis and their two protons, one finds

hSi close to zero in the entire box, showing that the water

molecules are isotropically oriented at the interface as in the

bulk.

Specific interactions with water at the interface. The OH

heads of octanol pointing towards the aqueous phase form

hydrogen bonds with water and other octanol molecules. A

perspective snapshot is shown in Fig. S4.w Selecting all alcohol
groups that sit within 5 Å from the interface one finds 0.8

OH2O
per Hoct and 1.1 HH2O

per Ooct, on average. There are

also a few H-bonds between hydroxyl groups (0.2 Ooct per Hoct

and 0.2 Hoct per Ooct, which is less than in pure octanol). Thus,

as found in previous simulations,41–45 octanol molecules pre-

ferentially interact with water rather than other octanol

molecules at the interface.

2. Demixing simulation of ‘‘randomly mixed’’ octanol–water

liquids

When the octanol–water randomized mixture was simulated

by MD, the two components separated in ca. 8 ns. This is

much slower than in the case of the chloroform–water mixture

(0.5 ns),57 in conjunction with the higher viscosity40 and lower

diffusion coefficient of octanol, compared to chloroform.69

The dynamics was pursued up to 15 ns and, interestingly, the

resulting system differed from the one obtained from juxta-

posed liquids (Fig. 2 and S5w). The demixing simulation

indeed leads to the formation of a well-defined octanol bilayer

where the two hydrocarbons tails of each layer overlap. As the

bilayer is quite elongated, we speculated that this particular

structure resulted from the ‘‘rectangular’’ shape of the simula-

tion box, thereby favoring the formation of interfaces. We

therefore repeated the mixing–demixing simulation in a cubic

box of identical volume, with the same number of particles.

The phase separation again resulted in the formation of a

single bilayer, somewhat less regular however. Because the

interfacial area is ca. 1.3 times smaller in the cubic than in the

‘‘rectangular’’ box, a few octanol molecules remain in the

water phase of the cubic box. Similar bilayers have been

observed by Lambert and Sum in MD ‘‘demixing’’ simulations

of an octanol–water mixture where octanol is represented

using an all-atom model.45 When they used an united model,

however these authors found different octanol patterns, where

a humid octanol slab is inserted between the two interfacial

layers.45 On the other hand, using a somewhat different

protocol, box size and composition, Napoleon and Moore

observed more complex arrangements beyond the interface,41

as found in our simulation of juxtaposed liquids, illustrating

the versatile structure of octanol in confined conditions. It

Fig. 3 Octanol–water mixtures at 90 : 10 (top) and 10 : 90 ratio

(bottom). Final configurations (at 5 ns) of the ‘‘demixing simulations’’.

(a) H2O molecules are highlighted in dark blue color.
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should be recalled that, because all simulated solutions have

been represented with 3D-periodic boundary conditions, none

really corresponds to a biphasic solution, i.e. to a single

interface between ‘‘infinite’’ aqueous and octanol phases.

One simulates in fact alternating thin ‘‘vertical’’ slabs of

liquids in the case of juxtaposed liquids, and more complex

alternations of water and octanol (bi)layers in the case of the

phase separation. Further insight into the octanol structure

beyond the interface would require using bigger solvent boxes,

and hence presently prohibitive computer costs for our study

with CCD’s (vide infra).70 Comparing the relative total poten-

tial energies of demixed and juxtaposed rectangular boxes, and

of the demixed cubic box one finds 0, 650 and 150 kcal mol�1,

respectively, which suggests that the elongated bilayer struc-

ture is the most stable one from an enthalpic point of view. In

the latter, the octanol molecules indeed optimize their mutual

packing interactions and their interactions with water, and

there is no water inside the hydrophobic core of the layer(s).

On the other hand, systems with octanol bilayers should be

somewhat penalized from an entropic point of view.

3. Demixing simulations of mixtures with 90 : 10 and 10 : 90

octanol–water mixtures

In liquid–liquid extraction experiments, the two phases are

stirred and locally, one solvent may be in excess over the other.

We thus examined mixtures corresponding to octanol : water

ratio 90 : 10 and 10 : 90, respectively, where solvent molecules

were initially randomly mixed. After 5 ns of demixing simula-

tion, when octanol is in excess, water is dispersed in the form

of small aggregates or clusters (see Fig. 3), onto which the OH

heads of octanols adsorb. Conversely, when water is in excess,

the amphiphilic character of octanol is manifested by the

formation of a spherical micelle where hydrophilic OH groups

point outside and are solvated by water molecules, whereas

octyl tails are attracted inside by solvophobic forces.

II Dicarbollide salts in octanol and at the octanol–water

interface

We now turn to the study of 30 CCD�, Cs+ ions immersed in

an octanol solution, and compare their distribution to those

observed in chloroform and in water.20 We also examine their

distribution in binary solutions of 50 : 50 and 90 : 10 octanol–

water ratio, respectively. In order to assess the role of the

counterions, we also simulate the 30 CCD�’s with Eu3+,

instead of Cs+ counterions in the 50 : 50 solution.

1. CCD
�
, Cs

+
salts in an octanol solution

When the 30 CCD�, Cs+ ions were simulated for 5 ns in pure

octanol they got diluted, however retaining loose contacts

between cations and anions (Fig. 4). This distribution is thus

quite different from those observed in chloroform or water

solutions where the CCD�’s aggregate, in the form of a neutral

droplet and of an anionic cluster, respectively.20 In octanol,

each Cs+ cation is surrounded by 1.8 ClCCD atoms of the

anions plus 4.0 octanol oxygens, on average. The Cs+ cations

and CCD� anions do not form single ion pairs, but rather

oligomers of alternating anions and cations (see a snapshot in

Fig. 4). The solvation of the CCD� anions by octanol does not

involve H-bonds with the hydroxylic proton, in conjunction

with the high acidity of CCD�, but rather van der Waals

contacts of the alkyl moieties, in conjunction with the marked

hydrophobic character of the anions. This is an interesting

feature if one refers to the quasi insolubility of CCD� in

aliphatic solvents or in chloroform. In fact, the interaction

energy Esolv between one CCD� and octanol (�50 kcal mol�1)

is somewhat stronger that its interaction with chloroform (�42
kcal mol�1), and van der Waals contributions (51 and 40%,

respectively) are higher in the former liquid. Another contri-

bution to the higher solubility in octanol likely stems from the

counterion (Cs+, H3O
+) that is better solvated by the polar

Fig. 4 Octanol solution of 30 CCD� Cs+ ions. From top left to bottom right: final snapshot (at 5 ns), cumulated positions of Co(CCD) (yellow)

and Cs atoms (purple) during the last ns, RDF’s around the Cs atom, and typical solvation of Cs+ and CCD� ions.
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heads of alcohols than by, e.g., chloroform of aliphatic

solvents.

An important feature of the octanol solution is the slow

dynamics of the ions, illustrated by cumulated views over the

last ns (Fig. 4). The CCD� and Cs+ ions are trapped in micro-

domains and are much less mobile in octanol than in water or in

chloroform. Their diffusion coefficientsD (in 10�7 cm2 s�1 units)

are 6 and 8, respectively, in octanol, and 56 and 317, respec-

tively, in water, indicating that the mobility is more reduced for

Cs+ than for CCD� ions when one moves from water to

octanol. In fact, in water, the majority of Cs+ cations are

hydrated without direct contact with the anions, whereas in

octanol they are ‘‘anchored’’ to the OH octanol heads and to the

CCD� counterions. As a result, they diffuse even more slowly in

octanol than in chloroform (DCCD� = 10.10�7 and DCs+ =

9.10�7 cm2 s�1) where they collapse to form a single droplet.20

2. CCD�, Cs+ ions at octanol–water interface

The 30 CCD�, Cs+ ions were simulated at the octanol–water

interface, starting with a grid of 4 � 15 ions at three different

initial positions, i.e. either ‘‘at the interface’’, or in octanol, or

in water (see Fig. 5). The final distributions after 5–14 ns

somewhat depend on the starting positions, due to the slow

diffusion of CCD� and Cs+ in octanol. However, the three

systems show some common features. There is no CCD�

anion in water, in conjunction with its high hydrophobic

character. The majority of anions (more than 50%) are

concentrated at the interface and the others (15 to 40%) are

distributed in the bulk octanol. About one third of the Cs+

cations sit in water, while the others are mainly concentrated

at the interface or in octanol (68 to 79%). Interestingly, even in

the simulation that started with all ions in water, the CCD�

anions attract the majority of cations at the interface and also

extract some Cs+ cations from water to the bulk octanol

phase. We note that CCD�’s are less surface active than they

are at the chloroform–water interface,20 because some migrate

to the octanol phase, while none migrate to the chloroform

phase where they are poorly soluble.15

The ‘‘bulk’’ octanol phase is overall quasi neutral, as it

contains a similar proportion of Cs+ cations and CCD�

anions (from ca. 20–40%, depending on the initial state; see

Fig. 5), but the interface and the water phase are not neutral:

Cs+ cations are in excess over CCD� anions in water, while

CCD� are in excess at the interface, creating a negative

electrostatic potential, f, on the octanol side of the interface

and a positive potential, f, on the water side (see Fig. S6).w
Note that the total potential, f, results from antagonistic

contributions of the ions and of the solvent.

As seen by the RDFs (see Fig. S7)w and the resulting

coordination numbers (CN) (see Table S2),w the Cs+ cations

are always hydrated and their hydration number depends on

their position with respect to the interface, and on time. The

Cs+ hydration number progressively diminishes when one

moves from the water phase (9 H2O molecules) to octanol

(from 2 to 5 H2O, see Fig. S8).w We note that a similar

Fig. 5 30 CCD� Cs+ ions at the octanol–water interface, simulated with the ions initially at the interface (top), in octanol (middle), or in water

(bottom). Initial and final views, and average densities as a function of the z-position. Percentage of Cs+ and CCD� ions in ‘‘bulk’’ octanol and

within 10 Å from the interface. The corresponding electrostatic potentials are given in Fig. S6.w
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reduction of ion hydration has been observed upon the

simulated transfer of Na+ and Cl� ions across the related

hexanol–water interface.71 Concerning the solvation of Cs+

by octanol, the corresponding CN is close to zero near the

interface and reaches a maximum of 5 in the octanol phase.

Regarding the Cs+� � �CCD� interactions and contacts, they

are more pronounced in the interfacial region than in the bulk

octanol phase, because the anions are more concentrated at

the interface.

It is interesting to follow the migration of a Cs+ cation from

water to octanol in the simulation that started with all ions in

water. Typical snapshots are displayed in Fig. S9.w Initially,

Cs+ sits on the water side of the interface and is fully

hydrated, without any contact with anions. In a second step

(7.4–7.5 ns), Cs+ is attracted by the anions at the interface

where part of its hydration shell is displaced by octanol and

CCD�’s. In a third step (7.5–7.75 ns), the CCD� anions lose

the contact with the aqueous phase while Cs+ is further

dehydrated and migrates to the octanol side, solvated by

octanol, H2O molecules and CCD� anions. Once in the

octanol phase, Cs+ coordinates to one labile H2O molecule

only, and to five octanol molecules, but not to CCD� anions

which are dissociated. The latter thus clearly promote the

migration of Cs+ cations via electrostatic attractions, without

being necessarily paired.

3. CCD�, Cs+ ions in the oil-rich water mixtures

In order to mimic intermediate stages in macroscopic phases

separation, we prepared a cubic box of a biphasic octanol-rich

solution (90 : 10 octanol:water ratio), with 30 CCD�, Cs+ ions

initially in the octanol phase. During the dynamics, the small

water slab rearranged to form water droplets where the

majority of Cs+ cations solubilized (Fig. 6). The other cations

are finally diluted in the octanol phase, solvated partially by

water. Some CCD� anions adsorb at the surface of water

droplets, while others are diluted in octanol. The Cs+ envir-

onment is, on average, quite similar to the one observed in the

50 : 50 octanol–water mixture where the salts were also initially

in the organic phase (Table S2).w The main difference is that

Cs+ is somewhat less hydrated in the octanol-rich solution

(4.8 OH2O
vs. 5.8 OH2O

), and thus interacts somewhat more

with octanol and CCD� species, as expected.

When the same solute was simulated in an analogous

chloroform–water 90 : 10 mixture, the water molecules col-

lapsed to a single droplet20 instead of forming smaller aggre-

gates, which is consistent with the higher hygroscopic

character of octanol, compared to chloroform, and with its

better solvation properties towards Cs+ ions.

4. CCD
�
, Eu

3+
ions at octanol–water interface

As seen above, counterions play a major role in the solubility

of CCD� in octanol and in its surface activity, and we

wondered whether highly hydrophilic cations like Eu3+ could

still partition to the octanol phase. For this purpose, we

simulated for 20 ns a binary solution containing 30 CCD�

plus 10 Eu3+ ions initially placed in the aqueous phase. The

final distribution is quite surprising, as only 20% of the Eu3+

cations remained in the aqueous phase, whereas ca. 50%

concentrated at the interface and 30% migrated to octanol

(Fig. 7 and Fig. S10w). The driving force is clearly their

attraction by the CCD�’s in octanol or near the interface.

Indeed, at the end of the simulation, all anions have been

driven out of the water, the majority (72%) are adsorbed at the

interface and the others are diluted in octanol. In all cases, the

Eu3+ cations are fully hydrated by 9 H2O molecules in their

first shell. In octanol, their second shell is also mainly

Fig. 6 30 CCD� Cs+ ions simulated in a 90 : 10 octanol–water mixture. Final snapshots (at 5 ns) with the two liquids (left), with octanol hidden

for clarity (center), and RDF’s around Cs+ atoms (right).

Fig. 7 30 CCD� and 10 Eu3+ ions at the octanol–water interface, simulated with the ions initially in water. Initial and final views, with a zoom on

the hydrated Eu(H2O)n
3+ complex extracted to octanol. The corresponding density profiles and electrostatic potentials are given in Fig. S10.w
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constituted of water molecules, completed by some octanol

molecules (4.4 on average), while CCD� anions sit in the third

shell or even farther, thus more remote from the cation than in

the case of the CCD� Cs+ salt. There are 3 neutralizing

CCD�’s within 14 Å from Eu3+, on average (Fig. S11).w
Thus, in spite of the higher attractions of CCD� with Eu3+,

compared to Cs+, there is no ion pairing with the former, due

to the strong solvation of Eu3+ by water molecules.

Comparing the amount of CCD� ions at the interface, it

was found to be higher for Eu3+ than for Cs+ counterions.

This is fully consistent with the known counterion effect on the

stabilization of anionic micelles, whose critical micellar con-

centration (cmc) is lower with +3 charged than with +1

charged counterions.72,73

If one follows the migration of a selected Eu3+ ion from the

water to the octanol phase during the dynamics (see Fig.

S11),w one can see that the extraction ‘‘mechanism’’ is similar

to the one observed with Cs+, the main difference being that

Eu3+ migrates as fully hydrated species, without any direct

contact with the CCD� anions. When Eu3+ approaches the

interface, some octanol molecules displace H2O molecules in

the second or third shell, and the cation migrates in the form of

a big Eu(H2O)n
3+ aggregate (n E 30 to 40),74 progressively

surrounded by octanol and CCD�’s, thereby impeding the

contact with the aqueous phase. The long range and medium

range interactions with the CCD�’s are thus crucial for

directing the cation towards the interface and the oil phase,

and these also ‘‘catalyze’’ the extraction of the complexed

cation (vide infra).

III Extraction of the Eu(BTP)3
3+ complex to octanol:

synergistic effect of dicarbollide ions at the interface.

We investigated the behavior of the Eu(BTP)3
3+ complex in

‘‘oil’’–water biphasic systems, where the oil phase is octanol

and, in some cases, chloroform, with the main aim to under-

stand under which circumstances the complex is extracted to

the oil phase. To the complex were added different combina-

tions of free BTP ligands, of other extractant molecules like

CMPO that are known to also extract trivalent lanthanides

and actinides,11,12,14 plus CCD� ions with H3O
+ as counter-

ions. It will be shown that the latter, in large amounts,

promote the extraction in conditions where the complex is

otherwise not extracted. Since the Eu3+ cation achieves a nine

coordination to the complexed BTP ligands, it is well shielded

and was simulated with 3 NO3
� dissociated counterions,

initially positioned at ca. 10 Å.

1. On the high surface activity of the Eu(BTP)3
3+ complex

Two systems with one complex plus 12 free BTP and 12

CMPO ligands were simulated in octanol–water binary mix-

tures (see Fig. 8). In the first one the complex was initially

positioned at the interface of a ‘‘rectangular’’ box, and the free

BTP and CMPO ligands were equally shared between the two

phases. After 15 ns of dynamics, all hydrophobic ligands were

forced out of water, and mainly diffused to the octanol phase

where they are soluble, whereas the complex remained ad-

sorbed at the interface for the whole dynamics, indicating that

it is surface active.

The second simulation involved a more severe sampling, as

it started with randomly mixed phases and solutes, and was

performed with a cubic solvent box in order to keep the system

as isotropic as possible. In fact, during the dynamics the

phases separated as in the neat solvent mixture to form an

octanol bilayer and a water slab (Fig. 8). The resulting

interfacial area is ca. 1.6 times larger than in the system

simulated from juxtaposed phases, but the distribution of

solutes is qualitatively similar: the majority of ligands are

diluted in the octanol phase, the complex is anchored at the

Fig. 8 The Eu(BTP)3
3+, 3 NO3

� complex in the presence of 12 CMPO and 12 BTP ligands at the octanol–water interface, simulated from

juxtaposed liquids (top) and from mixed liquids (bottom). Initial and final views, with typical snapshots of the Eu(BTP)3
3+ complex adsorbed at

the interface.
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interface, whereas the hydrophilic NO3
� counterions sit in the

water slab. Thus, although Eu3+ is shielded from water by the

ligands, its Eu(BTP)3
3+ complex is not extracted. The main

reason comes from medium and long range charge dipole

interactions between the +3 cation and water molecules, as

seen from the zoomed snapshots in Fig. 8, and from the high

interaction energy of the complex and water (ca. �185 and

�140 kcal mol�1, respectively in the juxtaposed and demixed

systems).

2. Synergistic effect of CCD� upon extraction of Eu3+ ions to

octanol

The effect of CCD� is clearly seen from simulations on the

same biphasic systems as above (containing one Eu(BTP)3
3+

complex plus 12 CMPO and 12 BTP molecules) to which 12

CCD�, H3O
+ ions were added, starting either from juxta-

posed or from ‘‘randomly mixed’’ liquids. Typical snapshots at

the beginning and at the end (15 ns) of dynamics are presented

in Fig. 9 and Fig. S12.w

During the simulation of juxtaposed liquids, starting with

the complex at the interface and the other species equally

shared between the two phases, all ligands and CCD� anions

were driven out of the water. The majority concentrated on the

octanol side of the interface, and attracted the Eu3+ complex

that completely quit the interface. As seen on a snapshot

(Fig. 9), there is no water within ca. 10 Å from the Eu3+

cation which is surrounded by the three BTP ligands, ca. 5

CCD� anions, 10 octanol molecules, plus 1 to 3 remote

CMPO and BTP ligands, and can thus be considered as

‘‘extracted’’. The total interaction energy between the complex

and water becomes somewhat repulsive (+20 kcal mol�1), in

contrast to what was found without the CCD�’s. Looking at

the total charge of the ‘‘bulk’’ octanol phase, it is found to be

nearly neutral as in the case of the CCD� Cs+ salt, as the

organic phase contains ca. 8 negative charges (7 CCD� plus 1

NO3
� anions) and 7 positive charges (4 H3O

+ and the Eu3+

complex) on average, during the last 0.7 ns.

As in the case of the neat solvent mixture, the demixing

simulation of the ‘‘randomly mixed’’ system led to the

Fig. 9 The Eu(BTP)3
3+, 3 NO3

� complex in the presence of 12 CMPO and 12 BTP ligands plus 12 CCD� H3O
+ ions. From top to bottom: the

octanol–water interface, simulated from juxtaposed liquids (top), from mixed liquids in a rectangular box (middle), or in a cubic box (bottom), and

the chloroform–water interface. Initial and final views, with typical snapshots of the Eu(BTP)3
3+ complex ‘‘extracted’’ to the octanol phase, or

adsorbed at the chloroform interface. More detailed representations of the final systems are given in Fig. S12.w
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formation of octanol bilayers and, most importantly, the

complex sits right at the crossing between the ‘‘horizontal’’

and ‘‘vertical bilayer (see Fig. 9), in a hydrophobic octanol

environment. As seen in Fig. 9, CCD�’s play a key role in

solubilizing the complex in the octanol microphase, as ca. 5 of

them sit within 10 Å from the cation. The complex is thus

mainly surrounded by CCD� and octanol molecules. The

majority of free BTP and CMPO ligands are inserted in the

bilayer structure (Fig. S12).w The former are most hydropho-

bic and display rare contacts with water, whereas the CMPO’s

are more amphiphilic and tend to adsorb at the interface.

We again performed another mixing–demixing simulation

on the same system, but in a cubic, instead of elongated

solvent box, which, unsurprisingly, might somewhat prevent

the formation of an elongated octanol bilayer. The resulting

final state (at 15 ns) represented in Fig. 9 confirms that the

water and octanol phases are separated, but less than they

were with an elongated box. One can see a big domain where

water and octanol molecules remain mixed. In fact, due to the

confined size of the box, these octanol molecules can hardly be

inserted into the formed bilayer, thereby preventing water to

condense into a single bulk phase. The most important feature,

however, concerns the Eu(BTP)3
3+ complex that is again fully

extracted to the octanol microphase, without any contact with

the aqueous interface. As in the two other systems, it is

surrounded by an ‘‘anionic cage’’ of 5 CCD� and by octanol

molecules, plus transient free BTP ligands.

Experimentally, there is an equilibrium between complexed

and uncomplexed ligands plus, in some cases, other extractant

molecules (e.g. diamides, tri-n-butylphosphate TBP, CMPO)

that are added in order to presumably co-complex the cation.

An excess of ligands also shifts the complexation equilibrium

towards high ligand :metal stoichiometries, rendering the

complex more hydrophobic and more extractable. As seen in

the present and other simulations,53,57,75–77 the added ligands

also display surface activity (see also experimental data),78

thereby reducing the interfacial pressure and facilitating the

interface crossing by the complex. In the case of the simulated

cation extraction by BTP ligands, additional ligands, like BTP

or CMPO, do not seem to play a key role in the extraction

process of the Eu(BTP)3
3+ complex, once formed. Indeed,

repeating the same simulation as above with the complex and

12 CCD�, H3O
+ ions, but without CMPO and BTP ligands,

shows that the complex is also extracted to octanol, as a result

of its attractions with the CCD�’s (Fig. S13).w

Dicussion and conclusions

We report a molecular dynamics investigation on the syner-

gistic effect of dicarbollides anions upon extraction of the

highly hydrophilic Eu3+ cation by BTP ligands to an octanol

solution, with a main focus on the interfacial landscape in ion

extraction. As shown by our simulations and others,34,41,44,45

octanol is quite heterogeneous and thus displays dual solva-

tion properties. Its polar OH head is involved in the solvation

of moderately hard ions (e.g. Cs+, NO3
�), whereas its alkyl

chain solvates soft hydrophobic anions like CCD� that are

therefore more soluble in this solvent than in chloroform or in

aliphatic solvents. Their solubility is reflected in the simula-

tions by the lack of condensation, which contrasts with the

formation of hydrophobic anionic aggregates in water (con-

firmed by recent experiments),79 and of amorphous neutral

molten salts in chloroform. In octanol, there is some degree of

CCD� Cs+ ion pairing, which should also presumably be the

case for CCD� H3O
+ ions.

Octanol is also an amphiphile and forms, at aqueous

interfaces, an ordered layer. Our simulations correspond to

liquids confined in a ‘‘nanoscopic box’’ represented with 3D-

periodic boundary conditions and the structure of octanol

behind that interfacial layer depends on the size and shape of

the system, and on the octanol : water ratio. We see cases

where the ‘‘bulk’’ octanol phase beyond the interface is rather

isotropic as in the neat liquid, and cases with a strongly

ordered bilayer structure, in contact with water slabs.80 It

should be recalled the ‘‘demixing simulations’’ are, in fact, a

mere ‘‘computational trick’’ used to avoid being trapped close

to an initial potential well at the beginning of the dynamics.

On the other hand, the fact that in the demixing simulations,

water and octanol microphases separate in ca. 8 ns means that,

in reality, these liquids at rest do not mix on a microscopic

level, thereby emphasizing the importance of their mutual

interface.

In the presence of bulky solutes like CCD� anions, BTP and

CMPO ligands, or the Eu(BTP)3
3+ complex, octanol is less

ordered at the interface and in the bulk domain, and its

aggregation type (bilayer versus monolayer followed by an

‘‘isotropic’’ bulk phase) again depends on the starting situa-

tion and on the shape of the solvent box in the 50 : 50 mixtures.

When water is in excess, octanol forms a spherical micelle,

while octanol in excess solubilizes water and the CCD� salts in

its polar domains.

Whatever the simulation conditions, however, the CCD�’s

are found to be too hydrophobic to partition to the aqueous

phase and thus prefer the octanol microphase where they are

soluble. A large fraction (ca. 60%) adsorb at the interface,

while others sit in ‘‘bulk’’ octanol, indicating they are less

surface active at the octanol than at the chloroform inter-

face.20 On the other hand, the associated hydrophilic counter-

ions (Cs+, Eu3+) are in excess on the aqueous side of the

interface, creating an interfacial potential, negative on the

octanol side, and positive on the water side of the interface.

The CCD�’s thus attract their counterions at the interface, or

even in the octanol phase, in the form of weakly hydrated ion

(Cs+ case), or of fully hydrated ions (Eu3+ case). The more

hydrophilic the cation, the highest amount of dragged water,

possibly explaining why the free energies of transfer of Na+,

K+, Rb+ and Cs+ dicarbollide salts from water to octanol are

quasi-identical.81

Formally, cation complexes like Eu(BTP)3
3+ behave like a

big cation, and their interfacial behavior depends on the

nature of the oil phase, and on the presence of CCD� anions.

In the absence of CCD� anions, the complex adsorbs at the

octanol, as well as chloroform interfaces with water. The

driving forces for their surface activity are (i) the strong

charge–dipole attractions between the charged complex and

water and (ii) the high volume of the complex that tends to be

driven out of water, in order to avoid paying the price of the

cavity formation (‘‘cavitation energy’’) in water 82 which is
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higher than in octanol (the difference would amount to ca. 1.5

kcal mol�1 for a spherical cavity of 5 Å radius).83 Also, note

that its counterions sit either in water (in the case of NO3
�

counterions), or at the interface (in the case of three CCD�

counterions per complex; see Fig. 10), where they attract the

complex, thereby preventing its extraction towards the octanol

of chloroform phases.

When an excess of CCD� anions are added to the solution,

they clearly promote the extraction of the Eu(BTP)3
3+ com-

plex to the octanol phase via ‘‘coulombic catalysis’’. The

CCD�’s concentrate locally and trap the complex inside an

anionic ‘‘cage’’, thereby impeding its contacts with water. For

that purpose, a large amount of CCD�’s is needed, as demon-

strated by a simulation of the Eu(BTP)3(NO3)3 complex plus 3

CCD� H3O
+ and 3 CMPO ligands at the octanol–water and

chloroform–water interfaces (Fig. 10). Formally, the complex

might be extracted as a neutral Eu(BTP)3(CCD)3 species, but

it is not and remains anchored at the interface. The 3 CCD�

anions also located at the interface, within ca. 10 Å from

europium, but the Eu(BTP)3
3+ moiety is clearly attracted by

water (by �75 kcal mol�1; also note that there are ca. 35 H2O

molecules within 10 Å from Eu3+). A similar situation is

found with chloroform as the organic phase (see Fig. 10),

combining the higher surface activity of the CCD� anions

themselves and of the Eu3+ complex. Thus, stoichiometric

proportions of CCD�’s are not sufficient for promoting the

extraction of the complex. A sufficiently large amount is

needed to attract and extract the complex to the organic

phase. When the organic phase poorly solubilizes the CCD�

anions, the latter condense at the interface and trap the

complex in that domain, instead of extracting it to the oil

phase, as in the case of chloroform–water system. In all cases,

the exchange between the n CCD� counterions (Cs+ or

H3O
+) from the organic phase with the +n charged cation

from the aqueous phase is an important driving force for the

extraction of Mn+ cations, but is not sufficient for driving the

extraction to, e.g., aliphatic or halogenated solvents where

CCD�’s are poorly soluble.

Another difference between octanol and chloroform as the

receiving phase in cation extraction concerns the solvation of

the europium counterions. In fact, in our simulations at

interfaces, no NO3
� is extracted to chloroform, whereas one

finds 1 to 2 NO3
� anions in the octanol phase, well solvated by

Hoctanol protons, co-extracted with Eu3+ in the presence of

CCD�’s, in conjunction with the dual solvation properties of

octanol.

Basically, the simulation results point to the importance of

counterions in cation extraction, and of the solvation proper-

ties of the receiving phase towards the latter. They also

provide some clues on the effect of ‘‘solvent modifiers’’ used

to improve the physical properties of the receiving phase and

to co-extract anions.84–86 ‘‘Synergistic effects’’ at liquid–liquid

interfaces are not only relevant for ion extraction processes,87

but also for other processes like phase transfer catalysis,18

interfacial electrochemistry,19,88 membrane crossing in biolo-

gical systems89 and interfacial nanochemistry.90
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